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Simple, right? Add all the same conditions you would include in a bash-style conditional statement with a
space separating each one. In this case, I am looking for the folder called

Known_Folders\Documents\Music\My Music. A: You can use findstr to find a string within the files: @echo off
setlocal EnableDelayedExpansion REM // Determine the path to your target folder SET

"target=C:\Users\YourUserName\Documents\Music\My Music" REM // Get the file extensions of the file types
you are looking for FOR %%I IN ("*.jpg" "*.pdf" "*.mp3") DO ( SET "ext=%%~I" ) REM // Find all files that have

the exe extension, regardless of the date REM // This will filter out files that contain the extension but were
not created in the last week FOR %%I IN ("%ext%") DO ( IF NOT "!ext:~2!"==".exe" ( ECHO(!ext! ) ) The

findstr command itself is available on Windows, but the syntax is a bit different. What is going on: I am using
delayed expansion to assign the output of the contents of the!ext! to a variable, called ext. This way I can
use it in a later operation. If I use the normal string expansion, the file name will be completely removed. I
am using two sets of parentheses to delimit the date and the file extension. My script continues by looking

for all files with the extension.jpg,.pdf or.mp3. The!ext! variable contains the extension but it was parsed with
normal expansion. If the filename does not match, the!ext! part is dropped from the file name, so I do not
need it later. You can set the output to echo anything you like with!ext! or!ext:~2! A: @echo off setlocal

enableDelayedExpansion for %%a in (jpg pdf mp3) do ( set "ext=" set "ext=" for %%b in ("!ext!") do if /i not
"%%~xb"==".exe" set "ext="&set "ext=!ext!%%~xb" echo 6d1f23a050
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